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Foxtone Andy's CCTV is a security company specialising in the

installation of CCTV, security alarms, intercoms and smoke alarms 

 across Brisbane, Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast. Since 2007,

Foxtone has provided dedicated and reliable service to our

customers in commercial buildings, offices, apartments and

residential homes. Over 14 years, we have delivered thousands of

cost-effective security solutions to our customers. Our customer

base chooses Foxtone for its high quality of products and service.

OUR COMPANY

OUR GOAL
Foxtone Andy’s CCTV is dedicated to serving our

customers' every need. We strive to bring you the best

quality security services. 

Our goal is 
customer 
satisfaction. 100% 

SMOKE ALARM INSTALLATION

Smoke alarm upgrade following new legislation

New legislation requires Queensland landlords to ensure a higher

level of safety in their rental properties*.

From 1 January 2022, landlords must install interconnected smoke

alarms in residential properties. When one alarm is triggered, all

alarms are triggered, giving tenants extra time to exit. 

WHY INTEGRATED SMOKE ALARMS？

All other dwellings must transition to full compliance by
2027:

Smoke alarms must be installed in every bedroom of a home

All smoke alarms must be powered by either a 240 volt or 10-

year lithium battery

All smoke alarms must be interconnected 

All smoke alarms must be photoelectric rather than ionisation

All smoke alarms must meet new Australian Standard

3786:2014

Installation and testing of all smoke alarms 

Hard-wired smoke alarm installed by a qualified electrician

All products compliant with Australian Standard 3786 : 2014 

Removal of redundant smoke alarms

10 years product warranty

10 years labour warranty

* Fire and Emergency Services (Domestic Smoke Alarms) Amendment

  Act 2016 (Qld) and the Building Fire Safety (Domestic Smoke Alarms)

  Legislation Amendment Regulations 2016 (Qld)

Our smoke alarm service:
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SECURITY ALARM INSTALLATION

We offer a wide range of the latest technology in security

alarm products. Choose an alarm that suits your specific

needs, whether it's a motion detector alarm, wireless

alarm, or another of our extensive options. We can create a

bespoke solution that meets your home’s requirements and

install it at a time convenient to you. 

What We Do

OUR TEAM

Managing director Andy is a certified security provider* who runs a

team of qualified cable installers and electricians. We are a proud

Australian distributor of the AVTech security system, a global

leader of CCTV manufactured in Taiwan. Foxtone Andy' s CCTV also

has business liability insurance that covers up to $20 million in the

business of security alarms and installation. 

25 *Security Provider License: 3255706



Foxtone Andy' s CCTV is a proud Australian distributor of AVTech

security system (Taiwan). We provide a wide range of CCTV

cameras to suit your specific needs. Whether it is for your home or

your business, we can customise the best solution for you.

Push Video cameras

We use passive infrared sensors (PIR sensors), which are

designed to reliably detect people, large pets and other

large, warm, moving objects. Our push-video cameras

provide tested 99% accuracy that is triggered by people.

CCTV INSTALLATION
2MP/5MP/8MP cameras

We provide a range of CCTV cameras from 2 Megapixel (2MP) to 8

Megapixel (8MP). We recommend homes use 2MP/5MP, and large

shopfronts upgrade to 5MP/8MP.

Our CCTV security system installation comes with a 2
year advancement replacement warranty.

Motorised cameras

Motorised cameras allows you to remotely adjust your camera on

your phone or NVR. You' ll never lose detail when zooming in or out

with Optical Zoom. There is no need to handle the lens, saving you

from opening the camera to adjust it.

Note: Advancement replacement warranty means that if
your CCTV camera is faulty, we replace it instantly
without any wait time for a replacement to arrive.

INTERCOM INSTALLATION

We also install and service Intercom systems. We use Aiphone

intercom system – the leading international manufacturer of

intercom and security, known for its simple design, technical

excellence, and award-winning customer support. Aiphone

intercoms range from audio intercoms, through to sophisticated

video entry systems, to enterprise-level IP communications with

emergency call stations.

Do you want to see your
property remotely from your
mobile? 

Do you want to keep an eye on
your pets at home?
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